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There is one stark and simple fact about war which you had better get straight ... and quickly, too

THERE IS NO SECOND PLACE IN A WAR

IT'S EITHER WIN OR LOSE!
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...for your life and your liberty.
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This war is being fought for tremendous stakes.
for your church and your children.
;;.for your freedom and your future.

which is self

And it's WINNER TAKE ALL. Don't forget that for a
minute.

The winner will dictate whether you shall live and prosper under the Four Freedoms, or toil hopelessly in the
darkness of a "New Order."

Springs, KY
pril 10, 1943

The winner will dictate... because the winner takes all.
The winner takes all. All you own, all you hold dear.

ur customers:the Armed
h means lowe increasingly
manufacturers.
ge increase in
possible oper-

Government securities — choose
the ones best suited for you:

You'll have to give up some luxury or comfort which was
dear to your heart. You'll have to postpone some pleasure
which you had been eagerly anticipating.

Jnited States War savings Bonds—Series E: The
perfect investment for individual and family
savings. Gives you back $4 for every $3
when the Bond matures. Designed especially
for the smaller investor. Dated 1st day of
month in which payment is received. Interest: 2.9%a year if held to maturity. Denominations: $25,$50, $100,$500, $1000. Redemption: any time 60 days after issue date.
Price: 75% of maturity value.

But what of it?
The winner will dictate whether tomorrow you shall be a
free citizen ofa free world,or a helpless serf to a "master race."

al

There are 7 different types of U.S.

Your country wants to borrow every idle dollar you have—
every dollar except what you need for the barest necessities
of life.

The winner is being decided right now... today... this
very minute ... on battlefields all over the world. Will you
stand idly by ... or throw all your weight on our side?
The weight of mighty tanks and planes. The weight of
thousands of guns and millions of shells. The weight of
billions of dollars... 13 billions which your country asks
you to lend during this Drive.

Your sons and brothers and husbands are dying out there
... fighting your fight. Surely it is no sacrifice to lend your
dollars while they are giving their lives.

BA Treasury Bonds of 1964-1969: Readily

They need your help. They need the weapons your money
can buy. If one of the War Loan volunteers calls on you.
greet him with open pocketbook. Remember, Uncle Sam's
goal is 13 billion dollars in April.

marketable, acceptable as bank collateral,'
these Bonds are ideal investments for trust
funds,estates and individuals. A special feature provides that they may be redeemed at
par and accrued interest for the purpose of
satisfying Federal estate taxes. Dated April
15,1943; dueJune15,1969. Denominations:
$5004100045000410,000,$100,000 and
$1,000,000. Redemption: Not callable till
June 15,1964;thereafter at par and accrued
Interest on any interest date at 4 months'
notice. Price: par and accrued interest.

Don't wait to be asked. Go to your nearest bank, Investment dealer, broker, Post Office or issuing agency and lay
your money on the line. Remember it's an investment you're
making—an investment that pays a good return and insures
a happier future kir you and your loved ones.

Other Securities: Series "C" Tax Notes; 7/896
Certificates of Indebtedness; 2% Treasury
Bonds of 1950-1952; United States Savings
Bonds Series "F"; United States Savings,

So lend up to the limit.
You'll sleep better for it.
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THEY GIVE THEIR LIVES...YOU LEND YOUR MONEY!
This Advertisement Is Sponsored In the Interest of Victory By the Following Business and Professional Men:

at the earliest
• advising all
al and it will

Collieries

CON

DR. W. L. CASH, Mayor

MITCHELL CLIFT, Sheriff

SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY

C. A. WOODALL INSURANCE AGENCY

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.

IDEAL BARBER SHOP

BODENHAMER'S

MODERN BEAUTY AND BARBER SHOP

CORNICK OIL CO.

MITCHELL BROS., Plumbing & Heating

E. W. LANEAVE & SON

D-X SERVICE STATION, R. M. Oliver Prop.

MARK CUNNINGHAM

JUDGE HERMAN LEE STEPHENS

BEDFORD McCHESNEY
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Need For Youth
Activities Acute,
Scouters Told
Civic Leaders Draw
Plans For Broadening
Boy Scout Benefits
In District

U. S. And Mexican
Presidents Meet;
FDR Visits Camps
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vale bath. W H hall
Davis
737.

WANTED: To I.
wrecking of old
hiiilding
Pvt. James II Norvell, Princeor Carey.
ton, has been transferred from
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., to FOR RENT: Fiji
ment, private
Brooklyn, N. Y., for basic train• it
near postoffici
ing.
Mrs. W. C. W;igg Phone
* * *
ene
t.
Seminary St.
Sgt. Wilford Baker, stationed
in Tennessee, is on an eight-day BARGAIN: Old roll-tap
and swivel chair. The
furlough, visiting his parents,
Lestk,
Mr. and Mrs. Lois Baker, Fre- FOR RENT
: Four-room •
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S. Jefferson. Call
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*
*
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Mot;
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jamin Harrison, Ind., to Camp
McGough residence,iV
Blanding, Florida for basic trainAve or phone 645.
ing.
HELP WANTED
* * *
opening; good
Pvt. Raymond Davis, E. Main
Walk'',
in Princeton. Car
e
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unnecessary; average
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., to
$25, weekly; pay starts'
Camp Bowie, Texas, for basic
ately. Largest (‘ornri
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known products, any,
biggest
* * *
mand. Write J. R. Watlde
a
70-90
W. Iowa Ave., hi
Pvt. William A. Hogan, DawTenn
.
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from Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind. FOR SALE-2 used
to Jefferson Barracks, Mo., for
One 1942 Hudson autom
and
Buick. See 0. E Allen, a
basic training.
ata
*
*
*
Jefferson St. Tel
1654
Pvt. William William A. Hogan FOR SALE:
1 pair good
Princeton, is stationed at Jefmules; also one good
ferson Barracks, Mo., in the
saddle and work
mare.
Army Air Corps. Pvt. Hogan was
Alvin Lisanbv.
a gas and deisel mechanic with
FEMALE HELP WANT
ED:
the State Highway Department
men—no experience n
here before his induction into
for general work in
the Army.
room kitchen, near lute
Chi
*
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Starting salary $20 a week
meals. Chance to learn r
Kelsie Tudor, U. S. Army, reant cooking. Transportatior
turned to his station at Camp
funded.
Write Hearths'
Swift, Texas, Tuesday, after a
Restaurant, Winnetka. 11:
furlough here with relatives.
* * *
FREE! If Excess acid causes
Buddy Childress, U. S. N., stapains of Stomach Ulcers,
tioned at Great Lakes, is on
digestion, Heartburn, Bel
Bloating, Nausea. Gas
leave, visiting his mother, Mrs.
get free sample, Udga, at
Byron Childress. On his reson Drug Store.
turn, he will be transferred for
36.1
further duty.
WANTED—Man for Raw'
* * *
Route in Caldwell
Billy French, U. S. N., is on
Permanent if you are a
leave, visiting his mother, Mrs
ler. For particulars write
leigh's, Dept. KYB-215Ethel French and family.
Freeport, Ill. or see Claud
*
*
*
Young, Kuttawa, Ky. 1$
Corp. Lacy Dixon, stationed at
Freeman Air Field, Seymour, BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds
,
Ind., is spending an eleven-day
tested, $5.95 and up
furlough with his parents on
shipments Mondays or
days. White for prices. H
Garrett St.
716 West Jefferson, Lo
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Roosevelt Inspects
Marines, WAACs, Soldiers In Tour Of Training Bases Of South

Plans went forward at a meet(By Associated Press)
ing held
Monterrey, Mexico.—President
Monday night for
broadening Boy Scout activities Roosevelt and President Avila
in the newly formed Three Camacho
of Mexico Tuesday
Rivers Council, with Charles E.
Wood, Cincinnati, deputy regional night proclaimed the brotherScout executive, delivering the hood in arms of their two naprincipal address at the first tions and their mutual desire for
official session of the district a peace wherein no
group in one
executive committee. W. C.
country may exploit the reSparks, chairman of the council,
sources and people of another.
presided.
It was an historic meeting—
Named to a finance committee
the first in which a United
to solicit funds necessary for inStates President has traveled
creasing Scout service to boys
deep into Mexico, and the first
of the district were Dr. C. P.
meeting of Mexican and AmeriMoseley, Eddyville; B. G. Moore
, can Chief Executives in 34 years.
Kuttawa; Neil Guess, Marion,
The two Presidents spoke at a
and W. C. Sparks, J. L. Groom,
banquet in this Northern MexiAl Thomas Page, Princeton, with
can industrial center. Their
G. M. Pedley as chairman.
words were spread throughout
Scout Executive Wm. 0. Potthe world by radio.
ter, Owensboro, and Assistant
Mr. Roosevelt said:
Executive Charles Baugh, Madi"The 21 free republics of the
sonville, explained the Scout
Americas during the past 10
program and outlined duties of
years have devised a system of
adult sponsors. Approximately
international cooperation which
45 leading business and profe
s- has become a great bulwark in
sional men of the district have
the defenst of our heritage and
pledged their active support to
our future.\
the movement, intended to chan"In the forging of that neJ
nel activities of boys into aveinternational policy the role of
nues of good citizenship,
Mr. Mexico has been outstanding."
Potter said.
President Avila Camacho said:
"With the nation depending
„., "In order to contribute to the
upon boys of today for leade
r- 'Work of the post-war period the
ship tomorrow," Mr. Wood
told United States and Mexico are
the committee, "juvenile delin
- placed in a situation of unquency has trebled since
the deniable possibilities and .obliwar began and need of givin
g gations.
youth the benefits of Scout train
"Good neighbors, good friends.
ing is imperative." He prais
ed That is what we have always
civic leaders for giving their
wished to be for all the people
time and attention to this cause
of the earth."
, and declared "We need
ae"-- - ,
a return
To Monterrey Mr. Roosevelt
to the teachings of our paren
ts carried an impression that
a
and grandparents, who had
bet- great improvement could be noted
modern warfare, so pilots and is
ter realization of their respo
to practice getting over a tree
nsi- in United States troops of
all
bilities to youth than we have
observers in light planes are and down fast to
kinds, as compared with what he
avoid the
displayed."
being trained as the eyes of the enemy.
had seen on his tour last SepU. S. Field Artillery in this war,
tember.
In Canada at one time
and an Air Observation Post is
bachHe said he thought the country
Masonic Meeting
elors were frobidden to
(Continued from Page One)
attached to a regular artillery
hunt, was turning out snappier
troops pectedly
trade or fish.
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
unit
as
an
integ
he
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Friday, April 2.
part of the
in better physical condition. Gena called meeting 7:30 Frida
erally morale was very, very He was buried on the 3rd, an battalion.
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The Leader is the most power
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l in North Africa evening, April 23rd to confer the
chaplain officiating. I
- high and the men looked fit,
ful advertising medium in
he expect
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Mason's degree. Brethren
Lieutenant Stephens is an
the American Chaplain
ex- declared.
istence . . . so far as this
instructor is located on a grass- take notice. Visiting
will write you.
trade
brothers
area is concerned.
May God bless you and com- covered air field turned over by welcome.
•
Everybody reads The Leader.
H. M. Price, Master.
fort you in your loss and help the French. The classroom is a.'6
you to trust your dear one to His corner of the hanger. Sleeping
G. W. Towery, Secretary.
good care. The words of the be- quarters for some are the crates
ginning of the Heidelburg catech- in which the planes are shipped
ism always comfort me: "My from America. They are just the
only comfort in life and in death right size to accommodate four
is that I, both body and soul, men, and 'by ingenious use of
both in life and in death, are hammer and saw, and a daub
not my own, but belong to my of paint, the men have turned
faithful Saviour, Jesus Christ." them into comfortable homes,
A-B-C-D RED STAMP VALUES
which are set in rows in a grove
Yours sincerely,
The Rev. Charles Cranfield, of olive trees.
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FOR EASTER AND EVERY DAY!

CLEAN-UP TIME

HAMS

lb

I Ivory Soap Jumbo size 2 c.a.
Oxydol

39c

F2--:

Laundry Bleach
Ivory Snow
Lye
11k
2
-— Raisins
=
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=
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PEAS

VINEGAR
▪ 12c

Large PRUNES
1 Ib
Pkg.
14c

Paas

EGG DYE

3 pkgs 25c

CARROT crisp 2 bunches 13c
Florida

CELERY crisp
Seedless

GRAPEFRUIT
Florida

Iceberg

4 for 28c
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ONIONS white
Fresh

Fresh Hot House
TOMATOES full ripe
Hot House
CUCUMBERS long green

Jane Parker

COFFEE CAKE
EASTER
BUNNY
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ea. J711.

Enriched Dated

Marvel Bread
14 Lb.
LOAF

F'
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3 lbs 3e
lb. 13c
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Florida Oranges

Winesap or Delicious
APPLES firm and juicy

Texas

SPINACH

A&P

stalk 13c
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(By Associated Press)
Washington.—Acting unde
ens from President Roose
ar Manpower Commissi
cNutt Saturday night cla
modified "job-wage Ire
rder on about half the nat
2,000,000 civilian workers
ade violations a criminal
tense.
His order, effective Su
oming, was backed by pe
es as great as a thousand do
e and a year in prison
violations either by emplo
or employes.
Directly affected are the
000,000 persons new employe
essential activities, including
riculture.
These were forbidden to
to a non -essential employer
from one essential employer
another at a higher salary
wage rate—determined on a p
per-hour basis—unless they h
been out of the first employ
pay for thirty days or more.
An exception was made
shifts from one essential c
player to another where eit
the old or new work is p
formed in an area where
War Manpower commission
put into effect an "employm
stabilization program," often d
cribed as a "job-freeze plan."

Wheat On Market
For Stock Feed
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With 100 million bushels
government wheat on the m
ket, Kentucky farmers are fe
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.
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Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

Enter ye in at the
straight gate: For wide is
the gate, and broad is
the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many be
which go in thereat: because straight is the
gate, and narrow is the
way, which leadeth unto life, and few there
be that find it.
—Matthew 7:13, 14.

ORANGES lg. size..._doz. 38c

LETTUCE
2 hd. 27c

16(

Sunnyfield

CORN FLAKES 3 1g pkgs 23c

Texas

ASPARAGUS
lb 20c

I

APPLE JUICE %gal glass 41c

FRESH FRUITS AND VEG
ETABLES!
Fresh
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10
can 10(
1 Oft

Ammonia
13(
Dlo-Coat
Hog Lard
18(
Raisin Bran
Biscuits
Cookies
Table Salt
3 10(
Oleomargarine
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d h'27:tibar 43(

Hal

RHUBARB
fresh, crisp and tender
YELLOW ONIONS
New Texas
Fresh Tender
PARSNIPS nice size

45(
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at

lb.12/(

Fresh fruit, fresh
vegetables, fresh
meat. More for your
Money all the Tillie
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Beautiful Volume of these
famous scenes, mailed free
on request
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They Give Their Lives-You Lend Your Money...
Buy War Bonds And Stomps

Section Two

Number 42

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 22, 1943

ob-Wage Freeze
oes Into Effect
or Many Workers
Persons

27,000,000
Are Affected In Essential Industries; Including Agriculture

(By Associated Press)
Washington.—Acting under orers from President Roosevelt,
ar Manpower Commissioner
cNutt Saturday night clamped
modified "job-wage freeze"
rder on about half the nation's
2,000,000 civilian workers and
ade violations a criminal ofense.
His order, effective Sunday
orning, was backed by penales as great as a thousand dollar
e and a year in prison for
olations either by employers
r employes.
Directly affected are the 27,0,000 persons new employed in
ssential activities, including ag'culture.
These were forbidden to shift
a non -essential employer or
om one essential employer to
other at a higher salary or
age rate—determined on a pay-hour basis—unless they have
out of the first employer's
ay for thirty days or more.
An exception was made for
hifts from one essential emloyer to another where either
the old or new work is performed in an area where the
War Manpower commission has
put into effect an "employment
stabilization program," often described as a "job-freeze plan."

heat On Market
For Stock Feed
With 100 million bushels of
government wheat on the market, Kentucky farmers are feeding wheat to lambs, cattle, hogs
and chickens. The State College
of Agriculture says wheat is
worth 8 percent as much as corn
for feed for growing lambs. It
can be fed whole to lambs, but
should not be substituted for
more two-thirds of the corn.
Ground wheat is equal to corn
for hogs on pasture, and in the
dry lot wheat is better than corn.
Grinding wheat increases its value as hog feed.
When feeding wheat to cattle,

Easter's Meaning Today
By The Rt. Rev. Henry St. G.
Tucker, D. D., President of
The Federal Council of
Churches of Christ Of
America
Associated Press' Features
He is Risen! This message
which brought joy, hope, courage and power to the early
disciples is still the basic for our
Easter greetings. The Resurrection of Jesus Christ gives meaning and power to all our other
beliefs. It changes a wistful
hope of immortality into a sure
hope.
The Easter message brings us
more than the assurance of life
with Christ after death. It opens
to us possibility of life with
Christ here on earth.
We are engaged in a struggle
to preserve the way of life; the
principles of freedom, justice and

righteousness. Victory in this
If this sacrifice is limited to
contest is conditioned upon stren- the preservation of our heritage
uous effort and unlimited sacri- for ourselves, we cannot expect
fice.
God's blessing upon us. The su-

preme sacrifice will fail to confer full and permanent benefits
upon one's own country unless it
includes in its aims the welfare of the whole world.
Easter is a promise of victory
for the cause of righteousness in
this world. It teaches that the

sacrifice of the loyal follower of
Christ is not simply a martyr's
protest against a wrong which
cannot be remedied here on
earth. It is rather a guarantee
that the sacrifice of love and loyalty is the sure means by which
the Victory of the Right can be

attained here on earth.
Christ's final words tie together irrevocably the assurance of power with the responsibility of using it for world-wide
betterment: "Ye shall be witnesses unto me . . . unto the uttermost part of the earth."

Loan Association
Buys More Bonds
At Friday night's meeting of
directors of the Princeton Federal Savings and Loan Association, sale of U. S. government securities was boosted when it
was voted to purchase $15,000
worth of bonds, making a total
of $65,000 in association funds
so invested.
Friday night's meeting, held in
the association's office in the
Henrietta Hotel building, was attended by Dr. W. L. Cash, president; C. M. Wood, secretary, Dr.
B. L. Keeney, T. A. Downs,
Frank G. Wood, H. W. Blades,
W. L. Davis, directors, and C. A.
Pepper, attorney.

Coyotes Outrun
Jackrabbits In Kansas
Kansas City (IP)—The coyotejackrabbit cycle has swung to
the point where there now are
more coyotes than jackrabbits in
Kansas. Only a couple of years
ago the rabbits far outnumbered
the coyotes. Whether the coyote
increase is responsible for the
rabbit decrease is one of nature's
little mysteries.
corn should make up at least a
quarter of the ration. It should
be ground. Government wheat
is selling for less than corn.
Everybody reads The Leader.

Church Services
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An Easter Prayer

WATCH
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By FRANK H. MANN

peace and lover

Father God, author of
QofURconcord,
we turn our faces to thee at this

17 jewels

rink
3ood
five,

RANGER ,

15 limas

$2750

Easter season as the flowers turn their faces to
the sun. Make us realize that no winter is so long
but what the coming spring will change the face of
all the earth; and that no night is so dark but what
the light of thy presence shall chase away the gloom.

$275°

f so
I wit
r
MILITARY
RING
$00°°

In a moment when evil seems to have triumphed,
bring us again the assurance that Jesus, the Risen
Lord, is still abroad in the world, and that no man
shall permanently check his advancing claims to the
loyalties and affections of the whole human race.

Hasten the day when no man shall say to his
brother, "Know the Lord," but all men shall know
him from the least to the greatest, and shall honor
him from the rising of the sun to the going down
of the same. May we yet live to see the day, sought by
thy children in all ages, when men shall do justly, love
mercy, and walk humbly with their God.
And may the Prince of Peace lift upon us the
light of his countenance and give .us peace, we ask
in the name of our risen and triumphant Lord. Amen.
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U. S. Air Power
Means Death
For The Axis

2nd Baptist Church
To Have Revival

He's Jeep Ambassador
To The United Nations

By Major General James H.
Doolittle
Associated Press Features
A year ago when American
bombs thundered in Tokyo the
Japanese people were undoubtedly badly shaken.
Today as the United Nations'
air might roars in an ever heightening crescendo, the specter of
crushing vengeance must weigh
like a sentence of death on the
entire Axis.
It is unfortunate that the air
raid on Tokyo was necessary. It
is regrettable we have been obliged to drop daily on military
objectives in the Mediterranean
over ten times as many bombs
as were dropped on Tokyo.
It is deplorable that greed
and bestiality have embroiled
almost the entire civilized world
in war. Admittedly unfortunate
though it all is, an untenable
condition exists and must be
faced and corrected.
TORNADO LEAVES RUIN IN ITS WAKE—These are the reTo this end our Air Force, tomains of one of many buildings wrecked by a tornado that struck
gether with workers back home. Hackleburg, Ala. At least four persons were killed and 50 were
injured. Mayor C. E. Fell estimated damage at $500,000. Wreckour associated services and our
—AP Telemat
Allies have dedicated themselves age was blown into trees by the strong winds.
to the accomplishment of complete victory and a just, perm- however, from the start has experts.
anent peace.
been a bitter, continuous strugMorale problems are non-existIt is doubtful if one out of
ground
gle.
marshalled
As
forces
ent.
Even in the darkest moments
ten persons in the United States,
at the time Toyko was given its their resources and strength for in the most isolated sections of
first taste of war a year ago, the obvious blow—to crush Rom- North Africa, where operating
realized the rapid strides that mel and his associates—airpow- conditions are extremely diffiwere made by their armed air er has hammered incessantly at cult and living conditions are
forces in the ensuing twelve the enemy. It destroyed their most unpleasant, our spirit is
months.
supplies at the source, severed high. If defense plant workers
Looking back I can hardly their lines of communication and at home could see this, they
realize it myself, and I've never smashed directly at their for- would again redouble their probeen conservative in my hopes ward positions.
duction efforts.
for air power.
And here, far from home and
At this writing, the airplanes
Since that historic day last facing a supply problem of in- which these workers have built
November, when Allied forces comparable dimensions, the 12th for us have destroyed over 500
entered French North Africa, Air Force (now part of the enemy airplanes in actual air
what may well go into mliitary Northwest African Air Forces) combat here, not including over
annals as the most amazing air has demonstrated the heartening 200 blown to bits on the ground
warfare of this war has been growth of the United States in 'bombing operations. Against
waged against Axis tactical ob- Army Air Forces since last April this we have lost less than one
jcetives in Tunisia, Tripolitania 18, when the Jap first felt our to two—and this is against one
and even against Sicily, Sardinia air strength on his home ground. of best organized, trained and
and Italy.
Our might must grow even equipped air forces in the world.
I'm well cognizant of the terri- more than that of the phenomeWe have dropped over 4,000
fic trials of the Battle of Britain; nal period of the last twelve tons of bombs in "precision
the well-remembered "total war" months, until we can strike bombing" raids, operating every
waged by the mad dog of Mun- crushingly anywhere on the day that bombers and fighters
ich; and of the magnificent task globe.
could find their way through the
performed in past months by the
United Nations air forces have weather to their targets and then
RAF on Germany's factories of the best equipment in the world, back to their base.
death-dealing machines.
flown by the best pilots and
Some fifty enemy ships have
The North African campaign, maintained by the best tcehnica been sunk by our bombers in
this theater. These include cruisers, destroyers, submarines, tankers, cargo vessels and troop carrying craft.
I should like to take this opportunity to commend the entire personnel of the Twelfth
Air Force for what, not only I,
but the rest of the world must
recognize as a magnificent job.
Their accomplishments stand
out to inc as a bright example
of what United States' air power
is capable of doing when given
the unparalleled support of the
great democracy which stands
behind it.

Toledo (fP)—Bill Kershow has
not left the country since the
war started, but he's rapidly becoming a "man of the world".
Bill is official "interpreter" for
the globe-trotting jeep and, as
such, his vocabulary is assuming
cosmoplitan proportions.
As a member of the WillysOverland service department, it's
his job to translate into the diverse languages of the United
Nations the American "knowhow" in the operation and care
of tht fast-moving blitz-buggy.
Among others, the 155-page
jeep maintenance manual has
been translated into Russian,
Chinese, Spanish and French.

No Windshield Wipers
On Postwar Automobiles

Kids Turn 'Jeeps'
To Aid Farmers

Gas Mask

Microphones
When the Army .a••1
gun training their nu.„ w.
gasmasks, they ran
problem: it was difL
• tot
or hear commands through
&
masks. Now a new -type IN
;
contains a microphone and kali
set, electrically opeiated, mak*
conversation easy.

Candler, N. C. (Al—Farmers,
the bathe
any work today? That's
cry of the JEEPS.
members of
The JEEPS are
Everyday
Emergency
Junior
the
PurServices.
Production -Picking
Axis
the
defeat
help
To
pose:
their
in
farmers
the
by helping
The time between
community to meet increased totals six hours a day. heartbeat,
goals.
food production
by
The JEEPS were organized
vocational
J. Howard Sparks,
agriculture teacher at the Canda
ler high school, in response to
plea from farmers in the area
Fire and Auto
for relief from a labor shortage. He enlisted every able
Insurance
bodied school child in the comgroup.
service
the
in
munity
Capital Stock Co. I ;ranee
Frank E. Bowman
farmers in the community
is safe and rehie
Revival services at the Second Nowplanting a record crop.
are
Princeton, R).
Baptist Church will begin SunPhone ZS
110 S. Jefferson St.
day night, April 25, at 7:30 o'Your heart beats 100,000 times
clock with Rev. F. M. Masters, a day.
pastor, as evangelist, and Rev. —
Frank E. Bowman, Trenton, as
singer. Mrs. Homer L. Purdy,
will be the pianist.
Mr. Bowman will conduct two
choral choirs and emphasize congregational' singing. Rev. Mr.
Masters will follow the New
Testament method of evangelism.
Singers of Princeton who will
assist in singing the gospel are
cordially invited to help.
There will be two services
daily, at 2:30 and 7:30 o'clock.
All messages of the evangelist
will center around, "Sin, Salvation and Service."

(By Associated Press)
Detroit, April 20—No windshield wipers will be needed on
postwar automobiles because of
new types of glass now being
made for fighting.
This was a prediction to the
American Chemical Society today
by Dr. Bustav Egloff of the
Universal Oil Products Co., Chicago. The new glass contains no
silica. Neither rain or snow
will wet or cover it, he declared.
Furthermore, windshields probably will be proof against glare,
due to new qualities of glass. At
the same time the window areas
will have transparent supporting posts which do not obstruct Award Contract For
vision.
Livingston Road Job
3
(By Associated Press)
Frankfort—Contracts for biTake Care Of Cords
tuminous surfacing of US-62 in
Cords for lamps, irons and other electric appliances are becom- Livingston county from Smithing more difficult to obtain. So, land to luka, and six other highif you want to keep your ap- way improvement jobs, have
been let by the State.
pliances operating, keep your
The Highway Department
cords in good condition. Disconawarded the contract for the
nect appliances by grasping the
11603 mile-job in Livingston
plug and removing with a firm,
county to Robert M: Robinson,
quick motion. Don't pull on the
cord. Keep cords free of kinks Owensbroo, lowest -bidder, at
$146,976.60.
and knots. Don't place cords
where furniture will be moved
The French West African colover them, people will walk on
ony
them, etc. Keep cords dry. Don't of of Mauritania has no town
importance, hence is governed
place cords in such a way that from St.
they will rub against project- Senegal. Louis, a city in adjacent
ions, corners, etc. If a plug is
broken or a cord frayed, take
it to an electrician; don't try to
fix it yourself.

REAL
ESTATE
Several Nice Farms as well
As City Property For Sale

C. A. Woodall
117 W. Main Street
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Cleaning Electric Range
To clean your electric range,
first be certain it is cool, then
wash the outside with warm
soapy water. Avoid letting spilled food dry or harden on the
range. Food spilled on open
surface units (heating units)
should be burned off. Avoid using stiff brushes or sharp instruments. To remove coating
of fat which has burned on the
sides of the oven of your electric
range, place an open pan of
household ammonia in oven
when cool: Close door and leave
overnight. The fumes will loosen
fat, which then easily can be
removed with soapy water or
scouring powder.
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community newspapers in quality
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Anticipate Your Needs

bulk
nev

F we should lose the war, life would not
be worth living.

I

— But we won't lose it," you may say.

SALE OF WHITE ENAMELED

Listen, brother—in this world nothing's
sure, unless you make it so.
This month it's up to us here at home to
do our part, and then some,to make Victory
surer—and quicker! To do it, we've got to
lend Uncle Sam 13 billion extra dollars.

Corsages in ....
Roses, Carnation, Gardenia, Orchids

Limited Quantity Just Arrived —From

03750
to
*69"

Easter Pots in ....
Spiera, Hydragea, Petunias, Cinerias, Begonia,
Geranium, Fancy Caladium and Primrose.

Cut Flowers in ....
Roses, Carnation, Snapdragon, Others

A. H. TEMPLETON
103-J

Phones

Better Order Early!

103-W

have to deliver that final, paralyzing knockout punch.
And it's a whale of aslot easier for us at
home to lend our money than for our boys
to fight through the hardships and dangers
of deserts, swamps, jungles, ice-fields and
sub-infested seas!

If you need a range, we advise you to see us now
These. ranges made by an old established manufacturer. Burn either wood or coal.

Sold Subject to Government Regulations.

CAYCE-YOST CO.
SE( OND FLOOR

Hopkinsville,

It isn't easy—but war isn't easy and Victory isn't cheap. It takes money—and more
money—to buy planes, ships, tanks, guns
and a million other things our boys must

Just think! Every extra bond you 1‘,.%
help provide the weapons to save the uses
of many American boys! Isn't ihat alone
m ake? every
worth
ou be
effort,
it is!
economy you can
ort,every

yfai
I
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Uncle Sam himself,
A volunteer worker for the 2nd War Loan
Drive may visit you soon. Welcome this
unselfish patroit—and buy all the bonds
you can. But don't wait for that call. Go—
today—to your bank, investment dealer,
broker, post office or bond booth and imest
to your uttermost limit. Even if it hurts, it's
nothing compared to the agonizing impact
of a bayonet thrust, a flesh-tearing torpedo
fragment or a hone-crushing bullet.

fin

ten

So dig deep, brother, and do it NOW!
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With quality wallpaper.
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THEY GIVE THEIR LIVES ...YOU LEND YOUR MONEY
Service Insurance Agency
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There are 7 types of U. S. Government
securities to meet the needs of ever purse.
They offer the finest investment in the s‘orld
b—yli
, plus securities guaranteed
tm
inateresiself.

There are 7 different types of U. S. Government
securities—choose the ones beg suited for rill
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Gas Mask Microphonsi
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a
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contains a microphone
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conversation easy,
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ssoriated Press Features
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War Department
Regulations On
Army Discharges

—AP
TRAITOR AGAIN SENTENCED TO HANG—His appealTelemat
rejected by the supreme court, Max Stephan (right). is brought
to
federal court in Detroit by Sam O'connell, deputy U. S. marshal, and sentenced to hang April 27 Tor treason, The original date
of execution last autumn was postponed by Stephan's appeal

Crawley (iP)--There is no poverty in this Sussex town. The
local distress committee have reported that the equivalent of $20
was given for relief during 1942.

The War Department has is-MO— agt
a)) minute ITCH treatrtn
sued the following statement of
ment. Only ONE application
necessary. No greed*, no
policy relative to discharge of
mesa, no soiled clothing, no
time Met from school. Al
men 38 years old and more, that
an aid to PREVENT ITCH.
use *Sults M. S. GermIchtal
they may engage in essential
Sulphur Soap daily. 25c. OK
It from your druggist or
war industry, including agriculStuns Lab.. Florence. Ma.
ture: (1) Enlisted men stationed
within the continental United
States, who have attained their
38th birthday on or before February 28, 1943, may be discharged
for the convenience of the GovMay Warn of Disordered
ernment; (2) They must have
Kidney Action
been inducted or enlisted before
Modern life with Its hurry and worry,
February 28, 1943; (3) They
Irregular habits, Improper eating and
drinking—its risk of exposure and infecmust submit a voluntary written
tion-- throws heavy strain on the work
request to their commanding ofof the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fad to alter excess acid
ficer prior to May 1, 1943; (4)
and other impurities from the life-giving
Failure to submit such request
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
prior to May 1, 1943 will forfeit
headache, dizziness, getting up nights,
any right to discharge under the
leg pains, swelling— feel constantly
tirtul, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
policy enunciated; (5) Actual disof kidney or bladder disorder are somecharge may be effected at any
times burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
convenient time subsequent to
Try Dean's Pills. Doan's help the
request; (6' Commanders having
kidneys to pass off harmful excess body
waste. They have had more than half a
discharge authority upon proper
public approval. Are recom
century
mended ty grateful users everywhere.
showing may extend time for
Ask your neighbor!
submission of request; (7) Applicant for discharge must present evidence of employment
War Department reported that
(By Associated Press)
from a prospective employer;
Paramaribo, Surinam, April 20 he was alive.
(8) If discharge requirements are
met, applicant will not be dis- —Lieut. Tommy Harmon, who
charged if it will seriously im- had been missing after his plane
pair the efficiency of his or- crashed in the jungle April 8.
ganization; (9) Acceptance of a was at a U. S. Army base at this
request for discharge does not Dutch Guiana port today, tired
IF YOU ARE NOT READY FOR
constitute a promise of discharge but in good condition.
Harmon, a former Michigan
but does constitute a promise of
prompt consideration; and (10) football star, was examined by
If discarge means probable, com- an Army physician, but hospitalmanding officer will notify ap- ization was not necessary, it was
learned.
plicant.
The flier parachuted down
Enlisted men above 38 stationed outside of the continental into the French Guiana jungle
United States, who desire a dis- when his plane, "Old 98", named
charge, will follow the above for the numerals he bore on his
procedure, except that (1) Re- jersey during his football days,
See our Dresses, Coats and Suits today the
quest must be submitted before crashed.
He found the wreckage of his
June 1, 1943; (2) Men on overseas duty will not..be released if plane and in it the bodies of two
garments you will appreciate wearing.
no trained replacement is avail- crew mates. After wandering
through the jungle for four days,
able.
Members of the Enlisted Re- he met natives who guided him
We have a complete line of Purses, Gloves,
serve Corps above 38 on inactive to a settlement.
The
U.
S.
Army
was
reported
status will be discharged unless
Millinery and Costume Jewelry to complete
they request active duty—then combing the jungles for other
they forfeit all right to discharge missing crew members.
your EASTER OUTFIT!
On April 14 the War Departunder the above provisions.
ment
sent
his
family
in
Ann
If the soldier is under 38, he
must apply for a discharge from Arbor, Mich., formal notificathe service for the maintenance tion that he was missing, but his
of national health, safety, or in- mother insisted that he would
terest. His request must be sup- show up 'safe. On Saturday the
ported by data showing his work
A house fly moves its wings
in civil life is essential in war backwards and forward 330 times
industry. Discharge of men be- per second.
low 38 is a slow, cumbersome
procedure, and must be approved
Whole milk powder forms an
by both local military authorities important item in Red Cross
and by Headquarters of Selective parcels sent to prisoners of war.
Service, Washington, D. C.
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British Town Puts
Poverty Out The Door

Grid Hero Scores Again

Easter....

FIRST LESSON FOR JAPANESE-AMERICANS—Shortly after
their arrival in Camp Shelby, Miss., at the end of a 4,000-mile
journey from Hawaii, these Japanese-Americans get their first
lesson in being American soldiers. One of their officers, Lt.
Richard Betsui, shows Pvt. Noburu Seki the proper way to
—AP Telemat
salute.

Sula & Eliza Nail

Art Inspires Soldiers
On Alaska Highway

war!

Seattle (1P)—Now its art for
the Army.
Artists, great and small, are
painting pictures to hang in the
barracks and headquarters of the
men who maintain the 1,600-mile
international highway to Alaska.
Lieut. Richard L. Neuberger,
aide to the Northwest Service
Command commander, Brig. Gen.
James A. O'Connor, said the
paintings were being received
at the Northland posts from professionals and amateurs. "The
pictures," he said, "will help to
brighten the living places and
working headquarters for the
men assigned to one of the most
lonely wildernesses on the conttient."

* *

y extra bond you buy will
e weapons to save the lives
ican boys! Isn't that alone
rt, every economy you can

Grieg's Music Used
As Quisling's March
Stockholm (/13)—Vidkun Quisling at last has found a "Fuehrer March" in imitation of Hitler.
Various composers' tried to
produce a march which would
satisfy Quisling when played as
he strode into rallies, party meetings or receptions. All failed.
Nasjonal Samling, Quisling's
party, finally decided to revert
to a master's work and selected
Edvard Grieg's famous "Sigurd
Jorsalfar" as Quisling's "Fuehrer
March." At the same time an order was issued forbidding anyone to play "Sigurd Jorsalfar"
except in Quisling's presence.
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It's smart and it's economical to re-decorate
with quality wallpaper. Good wallpaper lasts
longer, is always attractive, and retains its
beauty. It costs only a little more to buy . • •
but no mom to hang. It saves you money
because it can be washed with soap and water
and will not fade. Ste our selections of quality
Wallpapers before vou re-decoratel
Average Room Cast
Including
Wall, Ceiling and Border
OTHER QUALITIES:
4c Per Roll and Up

At
65c Per Roll

$10.38
At
35c Per Roll
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At
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Why America Is The Land of Greatest
Plenty for The Common Man
MERICA long has been the country
of the greatest individual fortunes,
but at the same time the land of the
greatest plenty for the common man.

A

Before we talk seriously about changing the American System of Free Enterprise, which has enabled us to lead the
world in the production of war goods, let's
compare the figures on what an hour's
wages would buy before the war in this
and other countries.
According to James Truslow Adams,
famed historian and economist, in Barron's
Weekly, January 11, 1943, one hour's
wages for the average American would
pay for 2.83 baskets of food. The
other nations: Britain, 1.26; France, 1.23;
BUY WAR BONDS NOW .

The United States of America was
built upon the foundation of freedom of
enterprise for individuals, business and
industry. The enemies of the American
System of Free Enterprise are the enemies
of America. For continued progress, freedom of enterprise must be preserved.
FOR VICTORY AND SAFETY!

Isvoryorated

A Pworlact of the American Free Enterprise Systeme

directions on lo

.0110esis•sr

It is no wonder, then, that William
Green, president of the American Federation of Labor, said recently: "Industrial
freedom is as essential to human happiness
and human welfare as political freedom.
I.et us hope our nation will always remain
free from governmental, autocratic and
dictatorial control of its industrigs and
workers."

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Comlnitift
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Germany, 1.02; Italy, 0.65; Russia, 0.40.
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Ration Book No. 3
Will Be Mailed
About Mid-June

Released by U.S. War Department Bureau of

Public Relations.

WAACS IN NORTH AFRICA—Allied unity was displayed recently in Algiers, North Africa, when
American. British and Fighting French troops staged a Tr -Nations parade. A contingent of
American Women's Army Auxiliary Corps members, the first to arrive in Africa, proved to be the
feature attraction. Here the WAACS salute the National Colors while a Fighting French military
band plays "The Star Spangled Banner."

FREDONIA NEWS
(By Rachel Turley)
Mrs. Tom Jones, Miss Mar
Miss Ruby Jean Baker is visit- Hughett and
Mrs. Elizabet
ing Miss Dorothy Sue Garner, Phelps are patient in the Jennie
Mexico.
Stewart Hospital in Hopkinsville
Mrs. T. N. Fuller is in PrinceMr. Will Peak is seriously ill.
ton hospital for treatment.
Mrs. J. G. Baker and Mrs
Mrs. Gus Traylor and children, Ann and Ada, were dinner Vivian Dean, of Henderson, spen
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. last weekend with her son, Tall
Baker, and Mrs. Baker.
J. E. HiIlyard.
Mrs. Wright, of Scottsburg
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Landes,
Mrs. C. Y. Williams and Mr. W. was a recent guest of her daugh
M. Young visited Pvt. Jimmie ter, Mrs. Ray Ashby.
Mrs. Herbert Cothran, Marion
Landes and Mrs. Landes, Champaign, Ill., a few days last week. recently visited her mother, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. K. V. Bryant J. A. Parr.
and daughter, of Princeton, visited Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rice Battleship Power Plants
Sunday.
It takes 30 radio operators t
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Babb, Carl stand a single "watch" aboard
and Carmie, were in Proidence modern battleship, and each bat
Sunday to see Mr. Babb's mother tleship has more than 100 men i
who is ill.
its radio crew. The electric powMrs. Henry HiIlyard and Mar- er plant on our newest and big
garet, of Farmersville, were re- gest battleships would supply al
cent guests of Mrs. John Sherrell. the power needed by an averag
There will be services at the city of 400,000 population.
Cumberland Presbyterian church
Friday night conducted by the
The Leader leads all Kentuck
pastor, Rev. A. D. Smith.
community newspapers in quali
Rev. and Mrs. J. T. Spurlin ty and variety of news, pictur
and children, Jimmie and Don- and features provided its read
ald, of Hayti, Mo., were visitors ens.
here Thursday afternoon enroute
home. They had been visiting
Your heart is one-hundreth o
their parmts in Hopkins county. your total weight.

CHINESE LANGUAGE
HAS ITS POINTS
FOR U. S. AIRMEN
Calcutta, India (JP)—American
irmen in China are being taught
to read Chinese with their fingers.
They have had to learn that
ay, because no matter how hard
their teachers worked they could
not learn in a hurry how to
speak so a Chinese could understand it. The new finger method
is called "pointie-talkie."
San an American airman is
forced down in China, perhaps
behind the enemy lines. The natives are suspicious. He pulls out
his little pointie-talkie book and
goes to work. There is one column of questions to ask, written
in English. Opposite is the same
t ing in Chinese. So the airman
points to the Chinese. The Chinese reads the question and naturally begins spouting the reply
i Chinese. But the airman can't
understand.
However, below each question
are several possible answers
printed both in English and Chi-

(By Associated Press)
Washington. — OPA officials
have disclosed Ration Book No.
3 will be issued soon, probably
in mid-June to be used primarily
for shoes, sugar and coffee as
soon as Books No. 1 runs out of
stamps. The books will be mailed this time.
The No. 3 volume issue also
may be used to provide a couple
more months of canned goods
and meat stamps, since it was
designed to handle both point
and unit system of rationing.
Officials said they had no intention using the No. 3 book to
ration any new commodities, but
could make no promises because
of the theoretical possibilities of
special emergencies. Books 4, 5
and 6 are in the design stage, so
No. 3 probably would not be
needed for new rationing if any
did become necessary.
The new book already is printed and store in warehouses at
strategic places throughout the
country. All that remains to be
done is to send the books on to
the local ration boards to hand
out or mail out.
The volume has two kinds of
stamps. In one group are four
series, one bearing pictures of
tanks, another aircraft carriers,
a third airplanes, and a fourth
field artillery. These are likely
to be used for shoes, sugar and
coffee—the tank stamps for
shoes, as an example.
In addition the book has four
pages of point stamps similar to
the canned goods and meat
stamps in Book 2.
Canned liquids are
chilled
without refrigeration in Africa.
The cans are buried in the sand
and gasoline poured over the
spot. The rapid evaporation of
the fuel lowers the temperature
of the cans' contents.
It has been shown medically
that a child grows most rapidly in the summer, slowest in the
winter.
nese. Which answer fits the
question? Well, it iz up to the
American airman to persuade the
Chinese to get into the game
and select the right answer.

This is Easter 11.1•
Now millions of America
their faith in truth, justice.

Dr. Jas. H. Richmond
New K.E.A. President

Dr. Jas. II. Richmond
(By Associated Press)
Lousiville.—Dr. James H. Richmond, president of Murray State
Teachers College, today was
elected president of the Kentucky Education Association Association by the associatiiin's
house of delegates, last weekend.
Among resolutions adopted by
the school board group was one
urging teachers colleges in the
state to provide off-campus training this summer for inexperienced and inadequately trained
teachers. Another asked that the
state supply from its surplus
county
fund $1,000 for each
school district to pay for visiting
teacher supervision in helping
inexperienced teachers organize
and carry on their work.
A third resolution asked a minimum salary of $100 a month for
teachers.

Britons Forge
Link With Brazil
London (JP)—Britons who have
displayed growing interest in
Brazil will be able to learn more
about their South American ally
through the newly-formed Anglo-Brazilian society, whose purpose is to stimulate still closer
cultural relations between the
two nations.
Brazilian Ambassador Senior
J. J. Montiz de Aragao is president of the organization and
Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Thomas
Cook, M.P., grandson of the
founder of the Cook Travel agency, is chairman.
Everybody reads The Leader

Farm Expert Produces
New Sorghum Variety

Manhattan, Kas. (IF) -- • Waxy
variety proClub, a sorghum
Branch
duced at the Fort Hays Station,
Agricultural Experiment
examples of
is one of the many research is
agricultural
part
the
L. E.
taking in the war effort,
Kansas
the
of
Director
Call,
Agricultural Experiment Station,
release
says in announcing the
production of
for commercial
between
Waxy Club, a cross
Leoti Red and Club Kafir.
grain
This sorghum produces
"waxy"
with the highly desirable
food
type of endosperm used by
manufacturers as a replacement
tropical
for starch obtained from
probably
plant roots. Tapicoa,
product
the best known food
made from tropical roots, is shut
off because of the war.

Loading Big Bombs

designed tot II,)
this very tick h•,11

Wanted! Men And
Women Who Are
Hard Of Hearing
To make this simple, no
hearing test. If you are te
arily deafened, botla•red by
ing buzzing head noises dus
hardened or coagulated
(cerumen), try the Out ine
Method test that so many uy
enabled them to hear well a •
You must hear better after
ing this simple test or you
your money back at once
about Ourine Ear Drops
at Diawsou's Drug Star,.
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reation Plan
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Insurance
See or Phone

Have you ever wondered how
"blocklbuster" bombs weighing
up to 8,000 pounds are loaded
aboard the Allied bombers which
take them along when they go
calling on Hitler? The answer
is that special electric winches,

rode and Citizens'
:ting Scheduled
y 4, With Solicitan to Follow

RETONGA PROVED ITSELF
STATES BUSINESS MA

s of parents, teachers and
giving
in
interested
in youth a recreation prothis vacation period calto interest boys and girls
ages will be brought to
ention of the community
y, May 4, Rumsey Tayrman. said this week.
rade, led by Butler High
will march through the
district that afternoon,
• •ows will feature dis... by school pupils, and
r contest will provide
isplays to focus attention
e campaign, Mr. Taylor

Coal Mine Operator Tells Of
His Own Stubborn Case
A n d Strongly Endorses
Noted Medicine. Grateful
To Druggist For Recommending It.
Among the widely known men
and women gratefully endorsing
Retonga is Mr. J. E. Stanley,
prominent Pike County land
and mine owner of Pikeville,
Ky., who states:
"For the past year or so nearly everything I ate hurt me and
gas in my stomach set up pressure until I felt like I could
hardly get my breath. Sound
sleep was next to impossible. I
had to dose myself regularly
with strong laxatives for constipation. I felt full of toxic
wastes and sore and achy in my
muscles. I hardly had energy
to do anything.
"I am grateful to my druggist
who told me about Retonga. I
am happily relieved of the distress from indigestion, gas, and
the achy, sluggish feeling. I eat
plenty, sleep fine, and don't

They're Rayon
SHEER, CLEAR

y night, a meeting has
iunced at the high
auditorium at which five
t stunts" will be presententertainment and citizens
given opportunity to exth
eir views pertaining to
air
posed recreation program.
y, May 6, solicitors will
the city, both busind residential districts,
pecial emphasis
upon
the chairman said, to obds with which to equip
courts, two badminton
In
two volleyball courts.
Age
vide three softball sets
a ppe
archery set. Salaries of
coun.
upervisors also must be of s
public subscription. Mr.
aid
indicated.
goals
•isors chosen are K. V.
Mr.
Cliff Cox and Mrs. J.
sprin
der, the chairman said.
need
r Girl Scouts will sponchine
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Mr. J. E. Stanley
have to take upsetting Ian'
If my recommendation 'of
tonga will help others find
same relief I did, I am glai
make this statement."
Retonga is a purely sto
medicine with Vitamin B-I
the relief of distress as d
by Mr. Stanley when due to
sufficient flow of gastric j
in the stomach, constipation,
Vitamin B-1 deficiency.
no substitute. Retonga may
obtained at Dawson's Drug
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COATS and SUITS

900 1100
15°°
•Casual and Dressy Types!
•Solid Tones and Plaids!
•Fabrics With Long Li/el
This Easter select with care!
For your most imporant spring
purchase you can have glamorous fashion and all-occasion
utility as well, in your new coat
or suit. Penney's fine collection
offers carefully chosen wartime
styles, everyone precisely tailored and in a quality fabric-yes, and in bright exciting colors (navy and black, too) ot
sparkling plaids.Sizes 12 to 20,
38 tol44.

But This Easter is Different ...
In other years, we would be talking about the Easter Parade:
new bonnets, smart dresses, suits, gay shoes and colorful
handbags ... spring outfits for everyone. •

Sheer leg flattery—these lovely new
spring stockings we have for the gay
season! You'll love their complimenting qualities—their ability to lend
interest to the toned-down shoes
you're wearing now! We've a wide
assortment of hosiery to cater to
your busy calendar . . . business
hose, dress-up weaves and sport sox
and anklets.

Of course we have all these things. But this Easter, the
greater emphasis is on wardrobes for the Home Front job
... for now

Every Easter Outfit is a Uniform!
TIE NINE FRONT UNIFORM IS EVERYTHING YIN WEAR: It may be a
dress, or slacks and sport shirt; a skirt and blouse; an
overall or a suit .. . whatever is comfortable, long-wearing, becoming and fitting for the job you have to do.
TIE NONE FRONT III IS EVERYWDENE: In church and school, factory and shipyard, on the farm and the assembly line, in
the store and the home.
TIE NONE FRONT WOUER IS EVERYBODY: Your son Joe and your
daughter Mary; your husband Sam, your neighbors Ann
and Henry, and you, yourself!
AND TODAY, AS ALWAYS FOR 41 YEARS, PENNEY
STORES ARE OUTFITTING AMERICAN FAMILIES!
Our long experience with low-cost, neighborly storekeeping stand
America in good stead today: your J. C. Penney store is part of a
nation-wide business that brings to each community, at the very
lowest possible cost, things produced in all sections of the United
States. It does for millions on the Home Front, what the Services
of Supply do for millions on the battle front.

Rayon Mesh - - $1.00
Small Mesh, Cotton Welt and
Foot Reinforced!

Rayon Boot - - - 79c
Cotton Top—Irregular Grade

All Over Rayon - 79c
Pee() Top
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